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Simple as child’s play. That’s the idea behind the 
furniture line, Luna™, uniting our Nordic design 
heritage with our love for the playful nature of children. 
The floating appearance of the design combined with 
unique details and a solid quality will make everyday 
life feel like child’s play. Both for the child and its 
grown-ups. Not just today but for many years to come. 

With Luna™, we aim to make beautiful furniture design 
accessible to as many people as possible. The Luna™ 
line has its own unique shape and edge. The stringent 
lines and the elegant balance between body and legs 
add a lightness to each piece of furniture. A lightness 
that fits both the child and its grown-ups perfectly. 
The furniture line is flexible and can be adjusted to the 
changing needs of the family. 

LEANDER
LUNA™

Luna™ wardrobe, large

Luna™  desk

Luna™   baby cot, small Luna™   wardrobe, large



LEANDER
CLASSIC™ 

The Classic™ line is known for its organic and classic 
shapes. The rounded corners and elegant curves create 
an almost sculptural expression, that embraces and 
stimulates the child in sheer comfort. 

A beautiful combination of carefully selected 
materials like moulded beechwood and soothing 
cotton gives you a unique and solid piece of furniture 
without compromise. 

The Classic™ line is now being expanded with a roomy 
wardrobe and changing unit. And the dresser has got 
a new touch.

Classic™ wardrobe
Classic™ dresser with changing unit
Leander rack (large) and organisers



LEANDER LUNA™ LEANDER CLASSIC™ 

LEANDER MATTY™ 

LEANDER ACCESSORIES

Luna™ baby cot
small (mattress 120x60 cm) 
H: 88.4 cm   L: 132.6 cm   W: 64.8 cm

large (mattress 140x70 cm)
H: 88.4 cm   L: 152.6 cm   W: 75 cm

safety guard

colours 
White/oak | Grey/oak 

Classic™ wardrobe
H: 190 cm   W: 110 cm   D: 58 cm

colours
White | Grey

Classic™ dresser
dresser
H: 90 cm   W: 94 cm   D: 50 cm

changing unit
H: 12 cm   W: 94 cm   D: 72 cm

colours
White | Grey

Matty™ wall mounted changing table
open
H: 41.1 cm   W: 56.7 cm   D: 79.8 cm 

closed
H: 77.7 cm   W: 56.7 cm   D: 16.6 cm

colours
Dusty grey | Cappuccino

Leander rack and organisers
small rack
H: 2.4 cm   L: 34.5 cm

large rack
H: 2.4 cm   L: 62 cm

organisers
H: 11 cm   W: 14 cm   D (inside): 9.5 cm

colours
Dusty grey | Cappuccino

Luna™ dresser
dresser
H: 86.4 cm   W: 102.7 cm   D: 52 cm

changing unit
H: 12 cm   W: 98.4 cm   D: 72 cm

colours
White/oak | Grey/oak 

Luna™ wardrobe
small 
H: 138.2 cm   W: 102.7 cm   D: 52 cm

large  
H: 190 cm   W: 130.5 cm   D: 58 cm

colours
White/oak | Grey/oak 

Luna™ desk
desk with  legs
H: 89.8 cm   W: 90 cm 
D (closed): 40.9 cm   D (open): 53 cm 

desk without legs
H: 50 cm   W: 90 cm 
D (closed): 35 cm   D (open): 53 cm      

colours, desk 
White | Grey

colours, legs
Oak

Available in stores early 2020 Available in stores early 2020



@leander.furniture   #leandermoments   leander.com
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